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IFIP - The International Federation for Information Processing
IFIP was founded in 1960 under the auspices of UNESCO, following the First World
Computer Congress held in Paris the previous year. An umbrella organization for societies
working in information processing, IFIP's aim is two-fold: to support information processing
within its member countries and to encourage technology transfer to developing nations. As
its mission statement clearly states,
IFIP's mission is to be the leading, truly international, apolitical organization which
encourages and assists in the development, exploitation and application of information
technology for the benefit of all people.
IFIP is a non-profitmaking organization, run almost solely by 2500 volunteers. It operates
through a number of technical committees, which organize events and publications. IFIP's
events range from an international congress to local seminars, but the most important are:
• the IFIP World Computer Congress, held every second year;
• open conferences;
• working conferences.
The flagship event is the IFIP World Computer Congress, at which both invited and
contributed papers are presented. Contributed papers are rigorously refereed and the rejection
rate is high.
As with the Congress, participation in the open conferences is open to all and papers may
be invited or submitted. Again, submitted papers are stringently refereed.
The working conferences are structured differently. They are usually run by a working
group and attendance is small and by invitation only. Their purpose is to create an atmosphere
conducive to innovation and development. Refereeing is less rigorous and papers are
subjected to extensive group discussion.
Publications arising from IFIP events vary. The papers presented at the IFIP World
Computer Congress and at open conferences are published as conference proceedings, while
the results of the working conferences are often published as collections of selected and
edited papers.
Any national society whose primary activity is in information may apply to become a full
member of IFIP, although full membership is restricted to one society per country. Full
members are entitled to vote at the annual General Assembly, National societies preferring a
less committed involvement may apply for associate or corresponding membership. Associate
members enjoy the same benefits as full members, but without voting rights. Corresponding
members are not represented in IFIP bodies. Affiliated membership is open to non-national
societies, and individual and honorary membership schemes are also offered.
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INTRODUCTION
This book presents the proceedings of a conference with a very special flavour.
Every year, hundreds of conferences are available to computer scientists, each
focussing on a special area. Systems Implementation 2000: Languages, Methods
and Tools is a one-off event with a very special mandate. It brings together
scientists from all over the world to consider the issue central to the survival of
computer systems: how should they best be programmed?
With so many conferences every year, a one-off event such as this one has to offer
something different, and indeed it does. Breadth is achieved by looking at eight
areas, from software components to Java performance, from concurrent systems to
specifications; and depth by presenting full papers in the proceedings at the
conference. Quality is achieved by a meticulous refereeing process, through IFIP
Working Group 2.4, with fewer than half the submitted papers being accepted.
Finally, a variety of viewpoints is evident from the fact that papers were submitted
from 23 countries and accepted from 14 - Argentina, Australia, Austria, Canada,
China, Germany, Greece, Italy, Japan, Spain, South Africa, The Netherlands,
United Kingdom, United States of America. SI2000 is truly a world-wide
conference, covering global issues of importance in the next century. We trust that
those attending will take back to their countries revitalised hope for the future of
software.
In putting together such a conference, the vision and hard work of many people are
essential. I would like to thank in particular the secretary of WG2.4, Nigel
Horspool, who has edited these proceedings, maintained the conference website
and been a source of good counsel thoughout. Thanks to all the members and
observers of WG2.4 who assisted with the refereeing process, and also to Adam
Czajka, Bruce Kapron, Derrick Kourie, Jacek Martinek, Stanislaw Szejko and
Michael Zastre. The local organisation has been ably run by Stefan Jaehnichen and
Nikola Serbedzija. The accompanying events, including a tour of the world-famous
Pergamtm Museum of Antiquities in Berlin, are due to their imagination and
energy.
Finally, we gratefully acknowledge the professional assistance received from the
editorial and production departments of Chapman and Hall, especially Alison
Provan. Their willingness to adapt to our tight schedule has meant that the
proceedings could be available at the conference. We trust that this book will be as
useful and interesting to the attendees as it will be to those who buy it later.
Judith M Bishop
Chairman, IFIP WG2.4 (Systems Implementation Languages)

